
Photo Editor (02/2015 - present)
One Kings Lane, New York, NY 
Edit, research, produce and manage all photo content for One Kings Lane’s
e-commerce shop, blog, e-mail, marketing campaigns and social media platforms.  

Responsibilities include: 
- collaborating with all spectrums of the company to develop new and exciting 
  stories to keep the customers inspired, while building an engaging brand presence
- researching, licensing and negotiating fees for interior design, food, travel and 
  fashion imagery while staying under budget
- scouting and coordinating talent and props for photoshoots
- maintain a database of all Photo Department’s invoices, agreements, contracts
  and budget
- retouching and resizing images for all mediums
- developing relationships with photo agencies, photographers and designers
  which serve One Kings Lane’s creative mission

Photo Archivist / Social Media Coordinator (05/2013 - 01/2015)
One Kings Lane, New York, NY 
Established and managed 50,000+ digital assets for use by the company. 
Supplied and researched images and videos used on Facebook, Instagram, 
Pinterest, Twitter, and blog. Was responsible for licensing of all owned One Kings 
Lane imagery. Strategized photo research via web analytics and market research.
 
Archivist / Photographer / Stylist (01/2012 - 12/2012)
Ralph Lauren, Long Island City, NY
Styled and photographed their entire collection. Edited, cropped and archived pho-
tographs by fashion category to enable accessibility by designers.  

Visual Assistant / Senior Sales Associate (05/2010 - 11/2013)
Anthropologie, New York, NY
Promoted merchandise by designing and setting up visual window displays. 
Photographed window displays each season for the Visual Team. Guided customers 
in merchandise selection and styling recommendations, supported store team with 
customer service requests.

Photography Intern (08/2011- 12/2011)
Food Network Magazine, New York, NY
Assisted the Photo Department in producing 10-15 food, lifestyle and celebrity pho-
toshoots per month. Contacted vendors for images. Oversaw all messengers and 
props for the magazine. Helped maintain departmental organization. 
 
Marketing Intern (03/2009 - 09/2009)
Nylon Magazine, New York, NY
Proofread content and requested photos for marketing materials. 
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Adelphi University, Garden City, NY
Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) in Photography 
Graduated 2012 

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

CREATIVE
film & digital photography

art direction
photo editing & research

producing
archiving

project management

SOFTWARE 
advanced photoshop,

 indesign, bridge
digital asset management software

jhoth.com 
516 380 4918  

jessicakhothersall@gmail.com
           @jhoth 

http://jhoth.com

